👋

Hi!
Welcome to the
Championing Coastal
Coordination (3Cs)
Workshop 1!

Welcome!

Goals
Examine the likely impact of climate change on our coasts

Agenda
9.35am - 10.00 am | Let's get to know each other

Reminder
No idea is a bad idea

Explore the current management of this impact

10.00 am - 10.10am | Introduction

Leave space for everyone to contribute

Explore potential adaptations to climate coasts

10.10 am - 11.30 am | Part 1

Capture your exciting conversations

11.30 am - 1.00 pm | Lunch Break

Have fun!

Build a strong & resilient group of stakeholders

12.30 pm - 1.00 pm | Chat Room
1.00 pm - 1.15 pm | Current data
1.15 pm - 1.55 pm | Part 2
1.55 pm - 2.00pm | End of session

👍

Ready?
Let's get
started!

Step 1
Tell us about
yourself!

5 mins

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!
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What's your name?

Justine
Carrion-Weiss

Zahra
Ravenscroft

Nick Brodin

Heather
Bell

Suzanna
Taylor

What's your name?

Charlie
Richardson

Heather
Sugden

Joe
Richards

Claire
Barrett-Mold

Blánaid
Denman

Ceri Gibson

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Stategist

Project Manager
- Coastal

Parnership
Officer

GIS Analyst

Assistant
Biologist

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Strategist

Lecturer

Project
Manager

Environmental
Project Manager

Senior
Conservation
Officer

CEO

What's your title / job
position?

Regional Development
Manager / here as
Northumberland Rivers
Catchment Partnership host

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

Environment
Agency

The Rivers
Trust

Tweed
Foundation

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

Newcastle
University

Blue Marine
Foundation

Environment
Agency

RSPB

Tyne Rivers
Trust

What organisation do
you work for?

The Rivers
Trust

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

because we have
to protect our
beautiful planet

nature is
valuable

It is and will continue to
impact our lives and the
ecosystems we are trying to
conserve unless we take
action

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

If we want the right
future we need to
address the bigger
problems

We have the
opportunity to make a
difference, we should!

We are seeing
the effects of it
now

We need to make
big changes to how
we do things now

It impacts literally everything
and trying to protect and
restore nature without
addressing it, is like trying to
empty a lake with a sieve.

It is happening
now. We need to
act now

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

We need to adapt
now to safeguard
future generations

How do you feel about
today?

Looking forward
to working with
you all!

Intrigued
and hopeful

interested
and curious

Hopeful in making
proactive connections
for informed action

How do you feel about
today?

Excited to learn
and make new
connections

How do you feel about
today?

excited

time is running
out for action

hopeful

Berwickshire and
Northumberland
Marine Nature
Partnership

Because time
is running out
if we want to
avoid the
worst impacts

nervous
:)

curious
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Nervous
but excited

Optimistic for
the future

Interested to hear
everyone's viewpoint
and hopeful for action
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Anna
Gerring

Alison
Debney

Brian
Weatherall

Niall
Benson

Clare
Rawcliffe

Ralf
Bublitz

Senior
ecologist

Environmental
and Scientific
Officer

South Tyneside
Council

Existential Threat for
many habitats &
species - including us!

Conservation
Lead

ZSL

Drainage and
Coastal Protection
Manager

Durham
County Council

It effects all of
us, everyday.

the impacts of
extreme weather

A bit cheeky for gatecrashing!
Looking forward to learning
more and more about the
amazing coasts

interested in
new ideas

Heritage
Coast
Officer
Durham
Heritage
Coast
Partnership

So big
an issue

Excited
and
intrigued

Looking forward
to sharing ideas
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What's your name?

Dorinda
Kealoha

Clare
McCarty

Alex Aitken

Stephen
Brend

Tom
Stephenson

What's your name?

Lucy
Stainthorpe

Hannah
Westoby

Stephen
Morley

Anthony
Crook

What's your title / job
position?

Intertidal
Interactive
Officer

Marine Planner
(North East)

Environmental
Officer

Project
Officer

Ecologist

What's your title / job
position?

Marine Lead
Adviser

Senior Marine
Monitoring
Officer

Nature
conservation
adviser

NEIFCA

What organisation do
you work for?

Durham
Wildlife Trust

Marine
Management
Organisation

Northumberland
IFCA

Wild Oysters
Project

Hartlepool
Borough Council

What organisation do
you work for?

Natural
England

Environment
Agency

National
Trust

It will affect
everyone and
everything

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

Will effect all
aspects of day to
day life

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

curious

How do you feel about
today?

It will have devastating
impacts on wildlife and
people

Excited!

Wide ranging impacts
(on everyone and
everything!)

Curious, Interested,
Excited to hear from so
many different people

21

One of the biggest
challenges facing
us today

Interested and excited
(to see so many people
involved)

Urgent

Interested

How do you feel about
today?

For the
future

Optimistic

We have opportunity
to change our future,
but are running out of
time

Looking forward
to learning and
starting change

impact on
habitats, species
and property

interested

Environment
Agency

Will affect all of
us and future
generations
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Graeme Hull
sorry had to leave but
back thsi afternoon

Martin
Kitching

Karen
Daglish

Steve Lowe

Marine Advocacy
Officer

Tees Catchment
Coordinator

Project
Coordinator

SeaScapes
Delivery
Manager

Groundwork
North East and
Cumbria

North Sea
Wildlife Trusts

Environment
Agency

MARINElife/North
East Cetacean
Project

SeaScapes
Partnership

Northumberland
Rivers Trust &
also on NIFCA

What organisation do
you work for?

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

It will affect us all in
ways we probably
can't imagine

Will affect all of
us and future
generations

It will change
everything

the butterfly
effect

It is of our
making

I am watching
ecology crumble

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

How do you feel about
today?

Optimistic - humans
have huge ingenuity
and capacity if we
apply ourselves.

Curious/op
timistic

Clinging to hope - In Do
Something mode
accepting need to adapt
Quadruple booked

The weather;'s
lovely and I'm
stuck in my office

Fantastic expertise
- surely we can do
something?

30

Rob Collins

What's your name?

Hellen
Hornby

Policy &
Science

What's your title / job
position?

Programme
Development
Manager

The Rivers
Trust

What organisation do
you work for?

Impact on
livelihhods

Mixed, I can only
part make the
call!

32

Bex Lynam

Project
Director

Frustrated

37

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

How do you feel about
today?
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Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

20 mins

Championing
Coastal
Partnerships

3 themes - 4 breakout rooms
Habitat & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Team 1 - Zahra Ravenscroft
Team 2 - Niall Benson
Habitat & Species - Subtidal
Team 3 - Heather Sugden
Protected Wildlife Areas
Team 4 - Nick Brodin

How might we
address challenges
resulting from
climate change?

Step 1 - Reflection
How is your
organisation/partnership
/consortium currently
addressing issues
resulting from climate
change?
15 mins

Step 1 | Team 1 - Zahra Ravenscroft | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations
NBS
identification
and delivery

Good range of
organisations
to think about

Strategy level
Governance
level
Delivery level

Northumberland
Coast A1B Looking at Habitat
Creation

Rivers trust find a farmer
that will allow to
dig wetlands for
Curlew

NFM
delivery

Asking
communities
how they are
affected

Flexible
working travel /
energy

marine plans - alla
reas - cliamte
change included developers will
have to consider

marine plans
link with
terrestrial and
local planning

Citizen science
subjects such
as saltmarsh
for carbon
stores

Running
beach
cleans

Community
engagement
is key

Via NIFCA Climate
Change
Strategy (draft)

Partnerships
co-ordinating
landscape-scale
project delivery
through Tyne
Catchment
Partnership

Plastic
Action supply
chain

net zero by
2030 - EA
ambition

Habitats to
support Curlew
available right
across the
spectrum

CABA
nature
based
solutions to
flood risk

Farmland is
meant to be
productive
in this way

Bringing
in the
public

The policies aren't
right - climate
change drive to
protect pastures
for wildlife

Fighting
red tape

NIFCA
delivering on
the ground
projects

Consortium
Tyne Estuary
Partnership promoting Greening
the Grey
infrastructure and
Estuary Edge
Techniques

Wear Estuary
Partnership promoting Greening
the Grey
infrastructure and
Estuary Edge
Techniques

MMO - new team startegic renewables
unit engaging with
offshore wind and
renewable targets
that are in place

We are passing on
facts to the public
and seeking
personal change
in life syles

MMO evidence team
- stakeholders
evidence projects on
climate change feed into the SRU

We are keen to
see monitoring
of INNS and
also coastal
change

e-mission 2030 EA
strategy
- sustainability at
hear of decision
and action

Legislative
difficulties in
fisheries mgmt leg and guidance
from govt. quite
rigid

Getting
stakeholder
(mainly
resource user)
buy in

Working to
increase robust
data and ensuring
it is available and
USED

A positive =
Strength of the
partnerships
in this region!

Need a baseline
to show
improvement,
or impact, but
what is this??

THANKS
ZAHRA!!!

Step 1 | Team 2 - Niall Benson | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations
RSPB - national
science and
policy/advocacy on
climate change
impacts and
lobbying/
campaigning

EA

EA - Tees Estuary new approach in terms
of funding mechanisms - biodiversity net
gain & carbon credits to mechanise
additional funding and get better results
for improved habitat and restoration
schemes. At the system scale in terms of
habitats and makig better connections.
Gaining traction with local councils and
companies in Stockton and Hartlepool.

RSPB - intertidal habitat
restoration storymap
(includes climate change
impacts)
https://storymaps.arcgis.co
m/stories/83959762085b45
5eb7dfa4e7a95be043

Blue Marine FoundationScotland - local fisheries
gathering data for climate
change. In partnrship with NIFCA
- fisheries research with local
fishermen - temperature catch
and other variables. Ecological
baseline. What's there currently.
Linking up with other orgs not
just in Scotland.

NEIFCA - thinking and planning
ahead - proactive fisheries
management. Data gaps models to predict what the
commercial stocks for fisheries
will be in the future - so they can
plan ahead of time. Monitoring
changes in certain shfts of
stocks. Example - tuna coming
back but policy is not clear.

Tweed Foundation - working on
Scotland river temperature
monitoring network - data every
year gets analysed. Have a
record of this to know the health
of our rivers - species monitored
are affected by temperature.
Scoping out cliate change on
coastal area too - very important
area for the species in the river.

Understand
habitats and
what works
their currently

research
needs

National trust
studies on how
things are going
to change - how
we manage land
going forward

Scotland
and Engish
side of the
border links

Data
gaps

Looking at
physicalities of
climate change what will it look
like to the coast

public
awareness
and
engagement

Stephen Morley - National Trust - studies on how things
are gonna change due to climate change. Mapping
excercise shifting shores - projected se level rises. Use
this to plan land management going forward. Future
scenarios help plan future infrastructure. Physical
effects of climate change. Also using information to
plan for habtat and species change -tern colony in
north east coast and dune habitat loss in future directs
future planning in terms of where they can aquire land
for wildlife and habitat to move to. Seabirds and
change - species will move so it needs to be a joint
stategy.

Partnerships
Nature North - investable concepts in the
North - urban areas/agriculture. Thriving
Northern Coasts and Estuaries. RSPB &
EA. Estuaries rolling out to coast - nature
climate people business. Saltmarsh areas for recreation - opportunities.
www.naturenorth.org.uk/business-
case/thriving-coasts-and-estuaries/

Stockton Borough Council
& EA - Tees Tidelands
Project - managed
realignment around
Holmefleet (?) - habitat
recreation. Protecting locals
against flooding. Nature
based solutions through
innovative finance

Focus on
Esturies to
begin with and
rolling out to
the coast

Seascapes
partnership

Finding
ways to fill
data gaps

Using that info
to plan for
habitat and
species
change

BLue
Marein

cross border
collaboration
and data
sharing

government
lobbying

Temperature
effect on
fisheries and
inter tidal
ecosystems

Consortium
How can we focus
on saving the
esturies in the
future - Salt Marsh
as a habitat for sea
level rise

Salt
Marsh
recreation

Heritage Coasdt
PArtnshipLNRS
Habitata
resotoration ,
behaviour,

Tees Estuary
with Net Gain
and Carbon
credits

EA
involving
LAs helps
traction

Temp
logging and
data BMF

HCP
supporting
NECN as a
vehicle

Joining river
catchments
to coastal
waters

robo limpit
temperature
project

Data
needs &
use x2

Step 1 | Team 3 - Heather Sugden | Habitats & Species - Subtidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations
marine
connection
needed

connections
between
roles

more
connections
needed with
research

economic
benefits of
doing
something

connecting
people

need to
change
politicians
minds

Carbon
literacy

natural
capita

engage
with the
pubic

economics
and social

wider public
understanding

healthy
environment
benefits
everyone

what can
we all do as
individuals

social
issues

raising
awareness

translating
science for
people

communicate

campaign

highlight
issues
reducing
emmissions

influence
policy to
reduce
carbon

linking climate
policy and
biodiversity
policy

Partnerships
making
connections
and wider
public
understanding

plain
messaging
from academic
research

takes
time

communication

Consortium

connecting
people

Seascapes

shipwrecks
ecology
and
biodiversity

communicating
with people

scope
outside
regulations

tangible
outcomes
how to get
the best
outcomes

research

connecting
communities
to the marine
environment

stronger
shores

change
politics'
minds is
key

resources
limited

net zero for
council and
community

show people
what's really
happening and
start the
conversation

strong need to
know what's
coming from
research and
translate it in
plain English

own part of
seabed so
can elicit
change here

integration

working
with and
funding
research

engaging
with other
organisations

working
with other
partnerships

funding for
engagement

formulating
partnership

money
to
spend
influencing
policy

ecosystem
approach

terrestrial
connection
made

links
with the
land

Step 1 | Team 4 - Nick Brodin | Protected Wildlife Areas
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations
EA - reduced car
use for site
visits, & moving
to electric
vehicles

DWT continuing
home working
to reduce
travel

NE - gathering
data to inform
projects etc

NE - net
gain
options for
delivery

keep working
on the dataset
some it is
more temporal

being able
to give
relevant
information

STC - declared
climate emergency various projects /
schemes to reduce
carbon footprint

SCC - e-bike
options for
staff
transport

Scarborough
Council - habitat
creation on sea
defences.
Gathering
monitoring data

Seascapes training
volunteers &
engaging the
public with the
issues

EA Long
term
monitoring

Partnerships
Consortium

delivery
more
effective
governance
TEP - saltmarsh
creation
schemes to
sequester
carbon

NECF major tree
planting
targets

Co-funding & green
financing for developing
projects that deliver
multiple benefits including
relating to climate change,
Quantifying those benefits

Water governance
work looking at
how to more
effectively deliver
that

Stronger Shores
project - trialling
NBS to see if they
can provide coastal
protection with
added benefits

MNP - promoting
good marine
governance &
management.
implementing
changes

NCC - climate
change action focused on net
zero rather than
adaptation atm.

Great
Northumberland
Forest - carbon
storage function

need to
consider
coastal impact
in that space

Climate
Change Action
Plans (local
authorities)

key as it
drives
fundings
and finances

Existing
Partnerships
and Projects

Step 2 - Ideation
What do successful
adaptations to climate
change look like?

10 mins

Step 2 | Team 1 - Zahra Ravenscroft | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?

bought into by
those who
need to
maintain post
initial funding

adaptable

Long term
considerations
in decision-
making

holistic
approach

engaging
communities

just
transition

What happen
when the
home for
example is
passed on?

need to
measure
success

it is
about
longevity

reason to
do it post
fundings

figuring out
where the
responsibility
lie

joined up
and multi-
benefit

not
necessarily
monetary

sustainable

embedded
throughout
supply
chain

Strong
governance

Time allowed to
develop genuine
and long-term
working
relationships rather
than forcing delivery
by fiscal year end

long term
funding is key for successful
management

public money to
purchase land
for an expert
organisation to
manage

it's a value
judgement

Developer
responsibility
and
accountability

Step 2 | Team 2 - Niall Benson | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?

Room to move
- species not
constrained in
refugia

Healthy
thriving rivers
- through
cooperation.

Improved
water
quality

healthy
biodiverse
habitats and
ecosystems

cooperation

businesses
working with
nature, not
against it

Work together
to make
ecosystems
and habitats
resilient.

THriving
with
Natural
Solutions

addressing
climate-driven
spread of
invasive non-
native species

resource
and finance
readily
available

healthy and
productive
fisheries - and
sustainable!

resilient
ecosystems

room to move
- flexibility in
byelaws and
policy

Political
support

Nature based
solutions to
coastal flooding space for nature
and people

Continous
improvement in
data models and
data to inform
policy at rapid
rate

Clear understanding
of projected sea-
level rise so the right
adaptations/
mitigations can be
implemented in the
right places

Thriving living
coastal defences
and collaborative
action on nature
based solutions

Ensuring
there are
space for
species to go

Evidence informed
management don't
let it stop you from
doing what we need
to do.

effecitve and
well-managed
marine
protected
areas

communicaton
& teams

organisations
and groups

Take
actions

Coastal nature
based solutions in
the right places that
are informed by
monitoring and
open data evidence
platforms.

evidence and
informed
management

Step 2 | Team 3 - Heather Sugden | Habitats & Species - Subtidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?

no
biodiversity
loss / gain

How to engage
other charities
who have
different
priorities

behaviour
change

minimal
human
suffering

holistic
policy
engagement

Community
owned

change in
everyday
life

understanding
of roles from
individuals to
biggest
organisations

transitions

holistic
engagement

across
society
societal
change

politics
understanding
that change
will happen

managing
change in
successful
way

wider
climate
benefits

links
between
climate
change

impacts on
infrastructure
and wildlife

extreme
events will
happen
here

needs to be a
value in all
organisations

number of
community
initiatives

disproportional
effects

maintain
biodiversity

e.g.
energy
bills

Step 2 | Team 4 - Nick Brodin | Protected Wildlife Areas
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?

Space for roll back of
the Durham Coast SAC
- trying to ensure the
habitats behind the
designation are
suitable to become the
SAC!

Remove / reduce
pressures on
habitats to allow
adaptation to be
more successful

Continual condition
monitoring
assessments &
promote knowledge
sharing

Need coherent networks of
sites - can't look at things in
isolation. E.g. tern colonies
may need to move so to
ensure those alternatives
are adequately managed.

Habitat creation schemes
such as kelp / seagrass /
oyster bed establishment
to promote / help with
adaptation to climate
changes (Stronger shores)

Larger sea
grass habitat increase
habitat areas
of protection

lead by example
/ share good
practise &
experience
globally

Nature Based
Solutions - add
vertipools to create
new intertidal niches
- floating
ecosystems etc

There is space and
ecosytem processes
in place to allow
habitats and species
of interest are able
to move dynamically

Restore
what
habitats we
do have

Conservation
Objectives for sites
are in place which
allow for changing
distribution and
extent of important
features

Management of the
sea and coast is
integrated with
management within
wider
catchments/terrestri
al areas

Succession planning for
moving / lost habitats
and species - they may
move between sites
managed by different
organisations so joint
working is key

Sharing
good
practice and
experience

People understand
what are protected
areas are protecting
and support the
nessary
management
activities

Sites are managed
as a network
rather than for
individual
features

Taking
advantage
of
innovations

Step 3 - Reflection
What is currently in place to
help you achieve this vision?
What is currently getting in
your way of achieving it?

5 mins

Step 3 | Zahra Ravenscroft | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
3Cs

Increased
public
awareness

Declaration
of Climate
Emergency

increasing
intuitive
experience /
knowledge

CABA

Informed
individuals
involved

ELM

Green
recovery
fund

Climate
teams

Passionate
individuals in
organisations
within the
North East

funded
climate
teams

Plans and
strategies needs
implementation
of

Nature
recovery

Environment
bill BNG

changing
policy

Good
partnerships
and better
integration in
this sector

techincal
knowledge

partnerships
in the region,
working
together on
projects

Necessity

strength
for the
NE

strong
enthusiasm
of the
organisations

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
Land ownership public owned land
to safe guard
restoration
projects

Permissions
and licences
- expensive
and onerous

Red tape
Permissions
Liocensing

Stakeholder
buy in

How to get
the
message
across

Lack of
monitoring and
data - difficult to
prove the benefit
of what we;'re
doing

Getting stakeholder
buy in - how to
communicate to
them the benefits of
changing behaviours

Licensing/permiss
ions same/similar
for enhancement
and restoration as
for other
developments.

Lots of projects
from lots of
different funding
streams potential
competition
between these

Greed

Reluctance of
government to
fund post
project
monitoring

Permissions
and licencing financial
hurdle and
legal hurdle

Getting stakeholder
buy in - how to
communicate to
them the benefits of
changing behaviours

Lack of
monitoring

Declaration of
Climate
Emergency panic vs
considered

funding for
monitoring,
set a baseline,
common
standards

Long term
commitments
an respources

Monitoring
Commission

underestimating
the value that
people put on
the coast

Evidence +
Monitoring

Projects which rely
on project funding
deadlines can be
impacted by
licensing/permission
s timescales

Funding/resourcin
g relates to
capacity of
organisations to
do the best they
can

take
risks

Lack of
baseline
data

Lack of
cohesive govt
policy ie:
energy and
transport

lack of
baseline data
in the marine
environment

no baseline
makes assessing
impacts and
benefits difficult

boundarries

Data
protection
means
traceability is
poor

Step 3 | Team 2 - Niall Benson | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
increased
public
awareness and
media
spotlight

Meetings like this
one! Being able to
share knowledge
and make
connections
across the country

passionate and
driven people
working in the
nature
conservation
sector

Good
partnerships
B&NMNP

increasing
collaboration
and recognition
of the need to
work togehter

Breadth of public awareness

Resource

Skills &
tools ?

Data gaps in
coastal nature
based solutions
under a changing
climate.

Pace

Resource
and
political
support

Acting on
public
awareness - no
action to
follow up

Conflicting needs renewable energy are they in the right
places what are the
impacts on habitats
- difficult balance

Speed of
action of
lack of very slow

Climate anxiety
/ fatigue /
burnout - sense
of hopelessness

Ineffecitve
marine
protected areas
- protected in
name only!

conflicts of
interests and
conflicting
needs

Global
factors
outwith
local control

Balance between
time resources,
money - what can
they do with this.

Brexit anti-red
tape agenda
cutting
environmental
protections

Step 3 | Team 3 - Heather Sugden | Habitats & Species - Subtidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
spatial
data

funding
bodies willing
to support
projects

understanding
of social

huge positive
change in the
last few years in Sunderland
council recently

local
political
will

there is
a target
challenges
are set out

SDGs

legislation

hopeful for
good lessons
to inform
future choices

Partnerships

champions
for each
target area

increased
resource

Clear
targets

climate
declaration

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
resource

knowledge

data!

need to
take the
first steps

political will
doesn't
always cross
boundaries

political
will

Cpacity
(knowledge
and
resources)

focus on
economic
recovery

walk
before we
can run

taking us
back to the
hierarchy
of needs

regional
steer
some
political
will behind

refine
needs

but at locol
level and it
doesn't cross
boundaries

political
turbulence

different
approaches
operating
in isolation
partnership
not
competition

Sometimes,
what is in
place is in
the way

lack of
consistency

economic
recovery as
opposed to
focused on
environment
issues

covid set back
to env. issues
and public
engagement

Step 3 | Team 4 - Nick Brodin | Protected Wildlife Areas
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
Existing
partnerships and
collaborations of
like minded
peop;e

New projects
being
developed
(Stronger
Shores)

Habitat
monitoring and
restoration
along the coast

Training new
volunteers to survey
climate change
indicator and INNS
species on a variety
of habitats

Good
communication
between
organisations
on the NE coast

European Sites mitigation
strategy funded
by developer
contributions
(STC)

Local
concern
and
interest

Linking in with
other existing
projects, join up,
and more for
money, and more
actions achieved

Successfulworking
with partners joined up working
- helps us all
achieve more,
with less resource

What is in place:
partnership
working; funding for
habitat creation;
organisation-level
targets to reduce
carbon

More
funding
options
available

Emerging
policies

existing
coastal
partnerships

Existing
data/
research

Some relevant
funding
schemes - i.e
FCERM

more co-funding /
green funding / finance
opportunities are being
developed that can
funnel more
investment into this

Existing
partnerships

people's
drive

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
Not always
enough join up needs a systems
thinking
approach

Not enough
resources time/mone
y/people

do we need a
shared cision all
organisations can
sign up to? does this
exist somewhere
already?

There alot of
barriers to long
term monitoring main one being
cuts to funding
from government

Good reliable cost-effective
evidence of changes and
monitoring of the work that
is being undertaken. Is it
possible to infer cause and
effect??

Conflicting land use
pressures - focus on
tourism & economic
benefits potentially
at the expense of
climate / biodiversity

Only a few people
will change
voluntarily - policy &
regulation will be
needed for large
meaningful change

Barriers: even though
small steps can help, it
is a global issue; we still
live in a very car-centric
society; competing
pressures

Not owning the
land on my
stretch of
coastline, make it
difficult to
manage.

Lack of public
understanding
about marine
habitats and species
and of the value of
their local sea

Feature-based
approach to
designation often
hinders managing
sites as part of
dynamic ecosystems

Lots of rstoration
activity happening
(which is brilliant)
but this needs to be
more strategic and
better coordinated

Not enough site
monitoring
making it difficult
to see if site
management is
working

Climate Change is often
seen as only being about
Net Zero and not about
adaptation/mitigation,whic
h is reflected in bodies such
as the North East Climate
Change Coalition and local
Climate Change Action
Plans.

more standardised /
recognised approaches
that enable greater co-
funding / finacne
investment woudl be
helpful to drive
investment

Funding

Time/resource

Other
people's
priorities

Red
tape

Conflicts
of
opinions

Space
and sites
to utilise

Step 4
What needs to be done
differently to achieve this
vision?

15 mins

Step 4 | Team 1 - Zahra Ravenscroft | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?

Take an
educated
risk

Take a risk with
funding as well heavy auidt by
some bodies and
light touch by
others

Speed
up time
lines

be able to
adapt as
we learn

Good
Governance
and Action

Proportionate
regulation

values based
approach
central to
success

behavioural
change

Have
some trust
and faith

Willingness
to think
beyond
finance

funded
coastal
governance

post
project
monitoring

Improved
communications
from on the ground
to hierarchy of
managers and
purse-string holders

Multi-year
funding years end are
a nightmare

capacity

capture
effort
donated as
match

Better resourced
monitoring to
form the evidence
base for more
funding

take
risks

so many
organisations
here today, but
most of them
aren't resourced

capture the
effort people
are putting
into it

Step 4 | Team 2 - Niall Benson | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?

Clear and consistent
messaging to bring
public along with us
- people hear the
same thing. E.g
Flooding

educate
the
public

Risk

Citizen science data
methodologies are
robust and give
useful, reliable data
that is trusted

portal for
sharing
information

Share
information
on change

Shared
vision with clear
end goal.

Funding
needs to be
consistent
over time.

better government
support and
meaningful, legally
binding targets and
mechanisms and
funding to deliver
on them

Government
needs too
commit to it
with clear
guidance

More
innovation trying new
things

Better guidance
on implementing
restoration in the
right places based
on evidence

Provide
online
platforms for
collaboration

Open
reliable
data

sharing
best
practice

Lots of orgs
collecting data on
climate change
but could be fed
into a central
place?

universally
agreed key
messages to
bring public
along

appetite
for risk

Learn from
eachother across
organisation and
don't reinvent the
wheel

Improved
sharing of data
(licences) needs to be
quicker process

public
awareness
is great for
high level

but
details are
unknown

we need that
'David
Attenborough''s
type of voice.

need an
understanding
of actual needs
and messaging
right

clear consistent
messaging
across a wide
range of
organisations.

space for
organisations

Step 4 | Team 3 - Heather Sugden | Habitats & Species - Subtidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?
regional
groups
involved
with others
adaptive
management

Partnership
vision
nice to have,
easy win, long
term

Vision be ready

set
priorities

joined up
and
common
approach

Frustration
over the
climate
debate

need a
common
direction

Increased
awareness resulting ina
common
direction

what we
have, what
we want,
examples

project
legacy

how do we
make it a
priority for all
people in the
community

show
people the
subtidal
habitats

solid key
messages to
engage people
with this
environment

Need to
bring people
along with
us

building
connections
with local
communities

accessibility

keep
moving
forwards

need to do
this
collectively
wildlife
corridors
underwater
technology
- leaps
forward
from Covd

How can we
bring those
messages to
light?

baseline
and where
could we
go

Universally
agreed key
messages

need to
connect
communities
to underwater
habitat
Show people
what is there solid evidence
based key
messages

Universally
agreed, key
messages

Step
change
with
funding

outlining
the cost of
inaction

Step 4 | Team 4 - Nick Brodin | Protected Wildlife Areas
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?

Additional
powers potential to take
control of key
pieces of land

Appropriate
incentives to
drive
change

More
funding!

Collective /
partnership
working

Getting the
message across to
influence
attitudes / actions
and behaviours

More efficient
ways for partners
to come together
and be more
effective

Data
sharing

Bolder
strategies for
habitat
protections /
restoration

Regional hub /
centre for capacity
for knowledge /
equipment
sharing and
funding sharing.

More
people
working on
the issues

Streamlining
work to get
things done /
more effective
resourcing

More /
better
outreach &
engagement

Forced to take into account
everybody and everything we have to aknowledge
that we're going to have a
negative impact and go for
it - changes anre't
happening because there
are too many external
factors

Bolder
strategies the power
to act

' The power
to do it
anyway '

Coordinated
regional approach
to habitat
restoration/creati
on

More talking to
the public more awareness
/ engagement
(outreach)

Need political buy
in at the highest
levels but that
actually translates
into actions!

Nature Recovery
Networks (and
LNRS) need to
continue into
the sub-tidal

Better national join-up
between national-level
organisations and local
partnerships and a
better recognition of
what local partnerships
can deliver

Mores streamlined
licencing and
consenting
procedures to allow
works of positive
environmental value
to take place.

More talking to
the public more awareness
/ engagement
(outreach)

Step 5
Share your insights with
the rest of the group.

3 mins

Step 5 | Share your insights with the rest of the group

Negatives
Positives

Proliferation of
partnerships set things
away on single
agenda

policy
change more needs
to be done

Strong/supported
coastal
partnerships and
governments

Power
to act -

Team Two
Pace of
action e.g.
policy based
on evidence

Data - open reliable
and time consuming
to access. How do
we harness citizen
science to produce
trusted data.

Space

Innovation

How to resource doing
more - building from
existing partnerships
and initiatives. people
/ money / co-funding
etc

Collaborative
messaging with
a clear voice to
bring the public
along with us.

Resource

from the very
start - looking
at what could
be done
differently

strong
governance

considering
sustainability
at the heart of
all definitiuon

similar
conversations

more
fundings at
the
moment

How we
measure the
success of any
adaptation

Space
creating
habitat that
protects
species
Securing the
element of
the projects
long term
Making sure
that this is
protected
long term

Team
1

Management
of sites

a lot of
things being
done by
partnerships

fundings

policy is
currently
in place
nature
recovery,
green
recovery fund

ELM , 3c's,
these
things are
helping us

Although there
are policy
changes...still
a lot of
barriers

space for our
organisations,
to allow us to
engage and
work together

Central
place for
climate
change data

projects

it's about
longevity

Just transition
considering
societal
impacts

'Space' for
species,
space for
us

at the heart of
everything are the
strong partnerships
and collaborations
in the NE

Lack of
baseline
data - RISK
We need to
get on and
take the
risk!

Team
2
difficult
to
measure

lack of
baseline
data

Too many
partnerships?

the work
everyone is
doing can
be shared !

might not be
making the link
between CC
impact and the
actions that can
be taken

holistic
engagement

'Pace'
Frustartions
around how
long it takes to
deliver actions

pace

risk

1

Risk around
the process

always need
a book of
rules blocker

cross-
societal
change

Team
3

adaptation
to climate
change

Extreme
events - how
to engage local
communities

finance,
data
required,
licences

around the
process too

resources
available

Community
ownership

Risk - not all
the baseline
data we
need

Short term
- move on
from there!

think
about the
strategy
partnerships
not
competition

Nature based
solutions importance of
these
solutions

importance
fo all these
issues

Awareness of
climate change
action and actions
individuals can
take

don't have
all baseline
needed

Need to
push
forward

Forced to take into account
everybody and everything we have to acknowledge
that we're going to have a
negative impact and go for
it - changes aren't
happening because there
are too many external
factors

really good
partnershops
in the NE

Really good
partnerships
working in
the NE

Carbon
Literacy

Understand
the issures
around it

Resources that
are needed for
partneships
working - strong
in the NE

Isuues
associated
with it =
Political
turmoil

collect
data as
they go.
We can collect
this data best
if we work
together

Nice things
happening
in other
org.

Partnership
not
competition

Difficult to
cross that
border

need to
capture
project
legacy

but also
issues
around that

cross
boarder
workign

Capture
the project
legacy

need to engage
everyone with
what is
underneath the
sea

What you can't
see and how that
translates back to
what is happening
with their garden

Does the current
future based
approach to
designated sites a
hinderance?

designated
sites

hinderance
what we're
trying to adapt
as opposed to
features

having
the power
to act
Forced to
think about
evrryone and
everything

not
everybody
is gonna be
a winner
Changes won't
happen unless
we can
disregard some
of these factors

Team
4

economics
wins at the
minute

needs to be
the other
way around

Resourcing
- how do
we do
more?

Building on
existing
partnerships

Regional
hub?
To bring the
tools and
thinking
otgether

resourcing

how do we
make most
effective use
for that
resource

how do we
access
more
resources.

having a bold
vision to galvanise
people collectively
in this space

Make best use of
resource knowledge / tools /
data / equipment
- facilitated through
regional hub??

Bold vision /
aspirations for
people /
organisations
to get behind

LUNCH BREAK
See you at 1.00pm!
Or 12.30pm if you
fancy a chat with
others.

Lunch Break conversation

Step 1
Current data

10 mins

Current data | Heather Bell - The Rivers Trust

 he Coastal Data Explorer:
T
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d5a3fcd28b9c4cde9caf894cbc690e4a

The Catchment Data Hub: https://data.catchmentbasedapproach.org/

A user needs survey for the Coastal Data Explorer:
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/da6a792f27d6456eb9dd219969f0e108

Step 2 - Ideation
What needs to be
created or put in place
to address climate
change?
20 mins

Step 2 | Team 1 - Zahra Ravenscroft | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?

space
for
nature

Regional
scale? - Do
we need to
think bigger?

Think
globally but
act locally

How do we
make the right
deciosions and
how do we
make it happen

What do we
want - what do
those
partnerships
look like

Make sure we
have made the
best use of
what we have

Greater
focus on
area?

Remind
relavant
bodies that
partnerships
exist

How could we
build on what is
already there? A lot of work for
one person

Small group
initiatives sometimes
thigns are lost
across border

Delivering
the resilience
of what is
already there

Big lack
of
resilience

Facebook
partnerships

A
combination
of projects

How we
communicate
and how we
share

Data
issue

How we
share
data

Lots of data
through
universities and
oraganisations
in Newcastle

How do social
partnerships
interact? - Social
partnership network
is formalising picking trustees

Network - helping to
develop strategies very new and
voluntary - there will
be a formalised
network in the
future

Difficulty
in sharing
data

FUNDING long term,
multiyear
funding

How to
capture all
of the data
on this scale
Sharing
good
practice

What structure
do we have to
share good
practice and
share new ideas

A large scale
event or
smaller things
for costal
partnerships

We can't lose
sight of the
wonderful
smaller thigns
going on

And things
that have
happened! Archive based

Environmental agenices
have plenty of money to
spend on flood defences workign with
environmental agencies
and creating costal
partnerships

Do we share
data through
out organisation
or through a
public event?

How do we
bring these
data sets
together to
make value

How do we
capture
community based
knowledge away
from expert
orgnaisations

Community
vs expert
organisations
data sharing

Step 2 | Team 2 - Niall Benson | Habitats & Species - Coastal & Intertidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?

Recording
what we
are actually
doing

fishing
data

pressure
mapping to
understand
marine users/
stakeholder

Algal
blooms

Byelaw
areas
mapped

Plume
spreading use
of this data for
modelling

Monitoring of
coastal NBS
over time to
indicate the
efficacy of them

Pressure maps
for change in
recreation in
coastal areas

Collaborative
platforms to
add NBS
assets

Aquaculture
areas/potential
areas at a finer
deatil than MMO
data currently for
north east -

CSS schemes
for cooastal /
esturine
landholdings

Long-term
Monitoring
programs/data on
larvae and juveniles
to assess
recruitment into
stocks

species
data

projected
sea-level
rise
mapping

Maps of potential
opportunities for
restoration at a
finer scale for the
North East

Interaction
between
aquaculture
and pollution

What we
are doing
currently data

Mariculture
incentives/start
up grants

Training,
support
and
guidance

Better
signposting
for data

A central resource
for finding
marine/coastal
integrated marine
management in
once place

Know
where
to look

Resources
catalogue with
metadata
signpost

Standardisation
of data due to
different
monitorig
systems

Training
&
Guidance

Catalog of all
organisationswhat they
have and what
they do

Metadata
catalogue

Expanding the
explorer into
Scotland - Nature
Scot/Marine
Scotland/River
trusts/conservation
organisations

Cross
border data
platform

Step 2 | Team 3 - Heather Sugden | Habitats & Species - Subtidal
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
Port of
Tyne

What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?
Mud as a
carbon
store

future of
dredging
fisheries and
the disturbance
to the seabed

consider
future
destructive
pracitces on
the seabed

better
understanding

increase
biodiversity
& resiliance

release
of
carbon

connectivity

MCZs

dredging

fishing
Education &
communication

Improve
habitats

Carbon
seq

kelp
beds

oysters

river
Wear for
example

Marine
planning

renewables

softening
estuary
edges

storm
drainage

impacts
subtidally?

Landfill

Pollution
from
dumping

hard
structures creation of
marine habitat
there

careful
about
distance to
the coastline

fishing
has an
impact
increased
research

need to do
more pressure
mapping to
understand
the space

NPS

adaptive
management

Crown
Estate

who is
responsible?

run-
off

pressure
mapping to
understand
space more

habitat
creation

increasing
wetland
areas around
estuaries

seagrasses

trade-
Cefas
offs

better
incorporated
into marine
planning

Global
approach

it's not just our
ocean, but
what happens
in France,
belgium etc.

JNCC

change of
conditions

increased
awareness
of the risk
of INNS

who
owns the
beach?

increase
awareness
of invasive
species.

more site
for species
and
habitats

Better integration
between land and
sea and
consideration
holistically
together
move away
from
thinking in
isolation

marine
conservation

partnership

new
developments
calculating
carbon
footprint

connectivity

Measuring
impact hard!

offshore
windfarms

different
levels of
management

Businesses

Net
Zero

disease

and
shellfish
diseases

protection

Clearer
messaging

carbon
credits

policies

how
subtidal
habitats
are used

Crown
Estate

it needs to
be a global
approach

habitat
creation

offshore
wind
farm

Who is
missing
from the
partnership?

PD
Ports

better
management

whole
site
approach

protecting for
carbon value
as well as
biodiversity

multi-
purpose

Step 2 | Team 4 - Nick Brodin | Protected Wildlife Areas
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?

Greater
habitat
restoration/
creation

Engage
stakeholders
with a clear
focus to enact
a change

Better
coordination
around
estuaries and
coasts

Higher levels of
communication
with public to
create
awareness

lot always
clear who
us leading
on it

Have up-to-date
baseline
information on
habitats, locations
and condition

Looking at historic
habitat records to
inform restoration
decisions

Use a catchment
based approach
to look at land
based impacts on
coast

Greater
sharing of
data between
organisations

how might
we tackle it,
or do about
it?

Involve and
engage local
people - instil
a sense of
stewardship

Developers?

Reduce
jargon to
increase
engagement

not just
consultation

specific
actions?

local people
living in local
communities.

but also in
a more pro-
active way

better join
up around
coast and
estuaries

mechanisms
and
processes to
enable it

whose
responsability
is it?

they can
become a
gateway to the
community

will help
with
resillience

apprenticeship

put something
in place to
address the
lack of
resources.

identify the
resource
needs and
fill it in

Governments?

more locally
agreed where
those
opportunities
and areas are

strategic
overview

creating a map
for the coast -->
short term
project Mark will
be working on

currently
at national
level

role of
landowners

need to
get them
on board

Step 3
Now, share your
insights back with the
rest of the group

5 mins

Step 3 | Share your insights with the rest of the group

Team two

importance of
recognising
local
knowledge not
just experts

Recognising the
many great projects
that have and are
being done at
different scales -how
to capture and build
on this

Team
One

IMPORTANCE
OF
RECOGNISING
LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE

SHARING OF
KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY VS
ORGANISATION

Policy
relevance
and impact

Recognition of
difficulties of data
sharing (formats,
GDPR, etc) and
finding ways to
share knowledge
that gets around this

Place-based
focus as a way
of sharing and
discussing

so amny
partnerships
and
collaborations

How to
strenghten
what we
already have

Local areas
are doing
great work

Build upon
what we
have in
place

More events to
collaborate and
get everyone
together to share
knowledge

how do we
build upon
what we have
in place

scale of the
work being
done
already

How do we
tap into
that data

Long term
monitoring

How we
share
the data

Better
signposting

Training
&
guidance

What is the
scale?
Where do
we stop

break down
teams and
bits of work

resources
catalogue

Kepp
talking

platoform that
you can send
people to to
solve data
sharing

How we
connect
and share
data

get
everybody
together

river
catch
nets
Land
and Sea
join up

share
capture
data

Inshore /
offshore - how
do we
collaborate
together

Plume
spreading
awareness
etc

wor
How do we
share good
practice

Great community
based knowledge
that we aren't
using / capturing

Resources
catalogue

training
and
suppport

DIFFICULT

How do
we map
it?

Sharing good
practice and past
practice that
works - don't
assume that past
= poor

recognising local
knowledge and
accessing it is
important; not
just 'expert' data

multidis
ciplinary
teams

Share
expertise

what do
we need
to do???

Already work and
partnerships and
we need to make
better use of what
we already have

Marine
activities

FUNDING

better use
of what we
already
have

there's so
much
going on!

Species
data

Cross
border
Scotland

Link with
their
data sets

Marine
activities and
monitoring of
that as it
changes

Standardisation

How we use
that data upskilling
ourselves

Team
2

resources
catalogue
to signpost
everyone

by
layers
Data
that is
missing -

Species
data

share
data with
leaders

a lot of
fishing
data

marical
culture

better
integration
between
land and sea
Better
integration
between
land and sea

How
measuring
impact is
very hard

Key
management
to facilitation
approaches

holistic
approach

Education and
Communication

increased
biodiversity
and
rescillience in
habitats

carbon

policies

will help
address
climate change
eventually

this is a big
one across
all boards !!

REMOVE
JARGON
!!

linking
across the
North Sea

Global
approach
needed

Using
appropriate
language that
has meaning
to locals

Team
4

Team
3

address those
issues with
marine
conservation
and planning

Renewable
energies

Whether a new
development
would need to
think about their
carbon footprint

habitat
creation &
protection
carbon
credits. are
they useful
or not`?

Making sure
we involve
local people

The need for
more habitat
creation and
restoration

Needing a more
strategic
appraoch to that
to see where the
opportunities are

strategic
approach

Do we
understand
them?

wider
consideration

Who is
involved?
regional
partnerships?

Good
engagament
shared
ownership

being more
sensible and
explain what
we're doing

Who is
missing?

national
perspective
and
internationally

engagement and
communication
needs to be
brought back at a
wider level.

share
more
data

people around
the table
actually helping
with the
direction setting

where are the
opportunities

One
organisation
won'thave all
the knowledge
needed

Closing
We have just finished
workshop 1.
And now, what?

Next Steps
1

2

3

Natural environment & fisheries
Today - Stakeholders

Coastal defence & economy
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Historic environment
& cultural assets
March 8th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Today - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
March 8th - Stakeholders

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Final Event
TBC - Stakeholders

Draft Action Plan
Stakeholders & The Blooming
Platypus

Feedback

What worked well about this session?
great
diversity of
participants

use of miro
board as
shared
record

audience
participation
- interactive

Miro worked
really well, gave
option to still
make comments
despite limited
time

excellent initial
meeting - need to
focus questions
and agree actions
next

love
miro

really positive
attempt to work
across
partnerships and
geographies - very
much needed

Using the
miro board
to pool
ideas

the split of
sessions, not
too much
time online

Splitting
into smaller
groups to
discuss

miros and
breakout
rooms worked
really well

agree timings
and 2 sessions
worked really
well

very
inclusive
and
enjoyable

Thank
you!

What didn't work so well?
were land
owners /
community
well
represented?

Maybe pose a
particular question
for the workshops -I
might have missed
this if there were
some

There was some really great and
insightful discussion but I
wonder whether you got
everything that you need to
create an action plan? Very
difficult to do in the timeframes
but actions/owners/timescales
weren't really discussed in much
detail.

short time
to answer
huge
questions

need to
move to
action too

A very
broad topic
to discuss

Focus of discussions and
participants was mainly on
natural environment, although
the two are clearly linked there's
potential that not so much has
been captured on Fisheries.
Where many Fisheries focussed
groups or individuals invited?

intro to Coastal
DM quite short
but clearly lots of
functionality - a
dedicated
session?

Any other questions we can follow up on or things we didn't get to?

Q&As
Or you can email your question to Justine at justine@thebloomingplatypus.com
She'll get back to you ASAP. Thank you!

Thank you for
your time &
energy!

✨

